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Abstract 

 

Is My Smart Home a Private Home? Improving the User Experience of 

Consent and Privacy Awareness of Internet-Connected Home Devices 

 

Rene Cardona Jr., MA, MPAff 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor:  Gary B. Wilcox 

 

The Internet of Things has hit consumer’s homes by way of products promising 

more efficiency and ease of use. These products connect with one another and can make a 

home a “smart home,” with data collection as an underlying component to this 

intelligence. Consequently, it is important for consumers to understand the privacy and 

data collection practices of their Internet-connected home devices. The current paradigm 

of data collection and how Internet-connected services acquire consent has been 

questioned for its efficacy in the wider world of web applications, prompting consumer 

concern and news media to point out digital privacy flubs. Such attention can either erode 

consumer trust or bring about change to increase adoption of smart home technology. 

Advocates of consumer protection and digital privacy, as well as governmental agencies, 

have set forth suggestions to address consent and keep users aware of important practices 

in an increasingly connected world to increase adoption. With more focus on the 

consumer, the IoT and smart home can become an opportunity for improved user 

experiences to inform and gain consent of privacy and data collection practices. This 
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report examines the conversations of data privacy in the IoT as they relate to the smart 

home, how popular providers of smart home technology inform users of privacy 

practices, and what can be done to improve the user experience of consent and awareness. 

Ultimately, design teams helping build Internet-connected home devices have the power 

to affect change by helping the user understand privacy and data collection practices.  
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Chapter I: Introduction  

The Internet of Things – everyday objects that connect to the Internet, from 

watches to refrigerators – presents the next forefront for technology development and 

exploration. When an object connects to the Internet, much like a web browser on your 

laptop, data about usage or the owner may be transmitted to a cloud or server and 

possibly stored. The home is one of the areas of life to be affected as the IoT matures, 

with Internet-connected motion sensors, sprinklers, smoke detectors, lights and many 

more types of devices communicating with one another. These innovations have the 

potential to provide savings, efficiency and perhaps a better way of life at home. 

However, the speed of development and adoption has already outpaced the policy world 

when it comes to consumer privacy protection. Consumer privacy plays a role in the 

connected home because of data transmitted by devices, like usage, and its possible 

linkage to personal information, including name, address and phone number. For 

example, if an app managing your smart home knows your location, then any sensor data 

generated with the app may be paired and stored in the cloud. If video recordings or 

motion sensor data are collected by an application and stored in a company’s cloud, who 

has the rights to use or sell that data?    

Although nongovernmental organizations, consumer advocates and the media 

have raised concerns, the policy discussion has just begun on the IoT as a whole, let alone 

as it specifically involves the home. Providers of Internet-connected home devices and 

services have few regulations or precedent on how to inform users of data collection 

practices and privacy protection. Asking for consent of data collection and privacy 

policies presents another challenge. This paper will examine how service providers 

currently gain user consent for data collection and privacy practices as they pertain to 
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Internet-connected home devices, with the goal of suggesting improvements to keep 

consumers informed. In examining data practices, I follow the user persona of a 

consumer who wants to create a simple home automation scenario and ask if the services 

he or she welcomes into their home adequately inform of data collection practices. And, 

more importantly, I ask how should consumers be informed when these physical Internet-

connected devices are unlike the websites and mobile phone apps they have come to 

know? It is my hope that both consumers and the IoT industry can form relationships 

based on honesty and trust with or without regulation, so homes can be filled and made 

more efficient with Internet-connected home devices. Design presents one avenue IoT 

products can use to foster trust and effectively inform users of privacy practices.   

CONSUMERS’ SECURITY & PRIVACY CONCERNS  

Connected refrigerators and toasters may seem like the future, but in a few years 

consumers’ homes, or “smart homes,” will be filled with appliances that collect data and 

connect to the Internet. Consumers will likely install 5 billion devices by 2020.1 Most 

consumers who want to upgrade appliances, see interconnectivity as an exciting feature 

and not a point of worry.2 However, the ubiquity of “smart” Internet-connected devices in 

homes requires consumers to understand how data collection can impact their lives and 

what rights, if any, they have to the data collected of their activities. Although the IoT 

smart home market only recently started to emerge, consumers already have concerns 

about the privacy and security of smart home devices. According to Parks Associates, 47 
                                                
1 “The Internet of Things,” Business Insider, infographic, August 31, 2016, 
http://www.businessinsider.com/iot-ecosystem-internet-of-things-forecasts-and-business-opportunities-
2016-2.  
2 Catherine Crump and Matthew Harwood, “Invasion of the Data Snatchers: Big Data and the Internet of 
Things Means the Surveillance of Everything,” American Civil Liberties Union Blog, March 25, 2014, 
www.aclu.org/blog/speakeasy/invasion-data-snatchers-big-data-and-internet-things-means-surveillance-
everything?redirect=blog/technology-and-liberty-free-speech-national-security/invasion-data-snatchers-
big-data-and. 
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percent of U.S. broadband households have privacy or security concerns about smart 

home devices.3 With headlines about security and privacy flubs, consumers have some 

reasons to be alert. In early 2015, The Daily Beast reported on Samsung’s smart TV voice 

command feature, with the data being sold to a third-party.4 However, the article notes 

that the privacy policy did inform users about the voice recording and data transmission. 

In another report published in 2014, the author describes a similar, although unspecified, 

smart TV to have a 46-page privacy policy with other data collection practices like 

recording app usage, website visits, and overall TV usage data.5 In late 2016, IoT devices 

made headlines with unsecure routers, DVR machines and cameras as a focal point when 

a distributed denial of service attack slowed or knocked websites offline including 

Amazon, Twitter, and The New York Times.6 Although news stories should be the last 

place consumers find out about such security breaches or controversial privacy policies, 

such bad press draws attention and, perhaps, even worry or disenchantment about 

protection of data. In fact, Americans could use a boost in their confidence regarding the 

privacy and security of their information in general. In a Pew Center 2015 survey, a small 

minority of American adults stated they were “very confident” records maintained by 

organizations – including government agencies, social media sites, and even credit card 

                                                
3 Parks Associates, “Approximately 50% of broadband households have privacy or security concerns about 
smart home devices,” Parks Associates Blog, April 16, 2015, 
http://www.parksassociates.com/blog/article/pr-april2015-privacy-data.  
4 Shane Harris, “Your Samsung SmartTV is Spying on You, Basically,” The Daily Beast, February 5, 2015, 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/02/05/your-samsung-smarttv-is-spying-on-you-basically.html.  
5 Michael Price, “I’m terrified of my new TV: Why I’m scared to turn this thing — and you’d be, too,” 
Salon.com, October 30, 2014, 
http://www.salon.com/2014/10/30/im_terrified_of_my_new_tv_why_im_scared_to_turn_this_thing_on_an
d_youd_be_too/.  
6 Brian Solomon, Thomas Fox-Brewster, “Hacked Cameras Were Behind Friday’s Massive Web Outage,” 
Forbes.com, October 21, 2016,  
https://www.forbes.com/sites/briansolomon/2016/10/21/hacked-cameras-cyber-attack-hacking-ddos-dyn-
twitter-netflix/#6451e14e4fb7.  
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companies – will remain private and secure, with less than 10 percent of respondents 

stating, “very confident” for either of the 11 types of organizations asked about.7 

Although data collection is nothing new in the context of social media, web 

applications and online search, the home is a new frontier, and consumers have learned 

enough to form opinions about data practices. Consumers’ opinions have been influenced 

by the modus operandi of current data practices and some of the less appealing facets of 

privacy on the Internet and mobile applications, like Facebook’s research on emotions 

and news feed manipulation.8 Beyond that, other privacy issues exist outside of a 

consumer’s immediate concern. For example, data aggregators can sell consumer data, 

like names, addresses, income levels, medical histories, to third-parties with little say or 

control from consumers.9 Alternatively, agencies like lenders, employers or insurers may 

get access to such data to alter prices, raise premiums or unfairly discriminate against 

consumers, an act known as digital redlining.10 Even if companies do not sell the data 

they collect on consumers, they can still use the data for advertising and marketing to 

create more intimate, precise profiles of consumers.11 Consumers may not want profiles 

created based on their data and may even want control over what is put in such profiles. 

According to survey data, most American adults say they think it is important to be in 

control of who can get their information, yet only 38 percent believe they have some 

control over information collected in their daily lives. Only 9 percent said they have “a 

                                                
7 Mary Madden, Lee Rainie, “Americans’ Attitudes About Privacy, Security and Surveillance,” Pew 
Research Center, May 20, 2015, 5, 21, available at: http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/05/20/americans-
attitudes-about-privacy-security-and-surveillance/. 
8 Vindu Goel, “Facebook Tinkers With Users’ Emotions in News Feed Experiment, Stirring Outcry,” New 
York Times, June 29, 2014, https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/technology/facebook-tinkers-with-users-
emotions-in-news-feed-experiment-stirring-outcry.html?_r=0.  
9 Catherine Crump and Matthew Harwood, “Invasion of the Data Snatchers.”   
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
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lot of control.”12 If consumers already feel disempowered in their current usage of the 

Internet, a new frontier like the smart home should become an opportunity for companies 

to educate and empower choice of data collection and privacy practices.  

For the smart home market to continue to grow, consumers’ concerns should be 

addressed with or without policy mandating it, and design can be an important route to 

such solutions. For one, the news media highlighting questionable privacy policies or 

practices, like those described above, can scare customers away from engaging with a 

service provider or even keep them from the purchase of smart home technology. As we 

see with digital products out today that highlight anonymity or privacy, like Snapchat’s 

disappearing images, consumers may show more interest in connected home technology 

that offers transparent data collection practices or another form of security whereby data 

collection is limited or data is destroyed after a certain period. American adults already 

want retention limits on data collected by services like search engines, social media sites, 

and email providers.13 With the home being a more intimate place than a web application, 

expectations could be much higher for service providers of smart home technology to 

have limited data retention in place or not collect any information at all.  

Smart home devices and their mobile applications face an important user 

experience (UX) problem of adequately informing consumers of data practices. 

Addressing this UX problem could mean success for those service providers of Internet-

connected home devices who figure out a solution to keep consumers informed and 

assuage concerns about privacy and data collection. On the other hand, service providers 

who continue using the same practices common for social media applications, may face 

surprises if, and when, consumer expectations of consent and data privacy change with 

                                                
12 Ibid. 
13 Mary Madden, Lee Rainie, “Americans’ Attitudes About Privacy, Security and Surveillance,” 23-25. 
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the times. In the following sections, I will review the current research about data 

collection, privacy practices and policy, applicable in the context of the IoT and smart 

home. I will also analyze three popular smart home devices regarding their user flows for 

consent and consumer education of data practices and privacy. The research and first-

hand analysis will culminate into recommendations for improved user experiences for 

consent and consumer education. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

Existing research focuses on the entirety of the IoT, regarding privacy concerns, 

security issues, and the different facets of the industry, e.g. smart cities, smart homes, 

automobiles, and health and fitness devices. However, the common thread in the research 

lies with data collection, specifically the lack of regulated collection and implications of 

unwieldy methods on security and discrimination by third parties. Early attention to the 

Internet of Things has produced responses from privacy advocates who want to keep 

consumers safe in the next era of technological evolution. Governmental agencies have 

also made suggestions to improve methods of data collection and user consent in the IoT 

and the digital world, overall. In this section, I’ll review existing research regarding the 

importance of data collection in the IoT, understanding meaningful consumer consent to 

privacy practices, and the policy research landscape surrounding the smart home and 

beyond. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA COLLECTION 

The Internet of Things has been described as connected everything, yet the “true” 

value of the IoT exists in a layer that consumers may not see or understand. To 

consumers, the IoT describes connected smoke alarms, cars, street lights, and anything 

that is not yet connected to the Internet but could be. In the home, this includes lamps, 

TVs, skillets, outlets, and many other, currently “dumb” appliances and objects. The 

draw to consumers may be in the promise of more efficiency and preservation of 

environmental resources. However, to service providers and advertisers, the data 

analytics in these objects provide the real value. By funding the development of the IoT, 

advertisers will use the data analytics to adapt and sell products and services in a new 
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ecosystem.14 So, mass data collection and analysis underpins the promise of more 

efficiency for both consumers and companies. 

Some argue that the consumer is not the center or cause for the Internet of Things’ 

rise to ascendance. Bruce Sterling in The Epic Struggle of the Internet of Things describes 

the IoT as the recognition of the “Big Five’s” (Microsoft, Apple Google, Amazon, and 

Facebook) strategies and power by other enterprises.15 Sterling argues that “the genuine 

Internet of Things wants to invade that refrigerator, measure it, instrument it, monitor any 

interactions with it; it would cheerfully give away a fridge at cost.”16 In other words, 

according to Sterling, service providers of Internet-connected devices find user data the 

most valuable to continue making profit or improving product. Sterling points to the IoT 

as another example of consumers giving up their information to the “feudal lords” that 

are the Big Five and blindly trusting these agencies. Although colored by cynicism, 

Sterling’s view of the IoT, in some ways, is not far from the Internet we access through 

our web browsers, where data serves to understand consumer behavior and customize 

services, experiences and advertising.  

With its many possibilities, data is critical in the smart home and plays an 

important role for improvement to consumer’s experiences with devices. Smart devices 

stitched together create a network of sensors collecting data to become “a new 

infrastructure, access to which may be critical for the provision of certain services.”17 In 

fact, some smart home devices may be useless for consumers if data is not constantly 

connected and analyzed. In the connected world or connected home, service providers 

collect data to not only learn about consumers’ interactions with devices but to also 
                                                
14 Ellen P. Goodman, “The Atomic Age of Data: Policies for the Internet of Things,” October 11, 2016. 
15 Bruce Sterling, The Epic Struggle of the Internet of Things (New York: Strelka Press, 2014), 47. 
16 Ibid, 75. 
17 Goodman, “The Atomic Age of Data,” 9.  
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provide them efficiency. For example, connecting a home’s different Internet-connected 

devices to one central hub, can allow users to “choreograph them to work together” and 

have automatic reactions to everyday actions in the home.18 Some devices’ value 

proposition rests on learning consumers’ habits to provide savings on energy bills, like 

the Nest Thermostat, which builds a schedule based on temperature preferences.19   

The smart home is new to many consumers, as is the IoT, but how long ago was it 

that the Internet was new? Danny Weitzner, Director of the MIT CSAIL Decentralized 

Information Group, believes, just as the Internet evolved from an application to 

infrastructure, it might happen to data as well.20 If data is truly infrastructure, then it must 

be treated as such, like actual highways: it must be mapped; you must know where it is 

coming from, what needs to be “built” or collected.21 Now imagine these “highways” 

flowing from your smart home, and your mobile phone, your social media accounts, your 

fitness trackers, your workplace, your car, the streets you drive on. Consumers, the 

“user,” must be active participants of generating and providing this data. Stefaan 

Verhulst, Co-Founder and Chief Research and Development Officer of the Governance 

Laboratory at NYU asks, how can people get involved with data generation and with the 

agendas of collecting that data?22 To become involved is to become empowered and not 

just a data “subject” of a “feudal lord,” like Sterling describes.  

The agendas to collect data cannot be too broad either, and end users just as the 

companies providing the technology in the smart home or elsewhere should minimize 

data collection. Both advocates for privacy and experts in the corporate sector speak of 

                                                
18 Home page, SmartThings.com, accessed February 11, 2017, https://www.smartthings.com. 
19 “Meet The Nest Thermostat,” Nest.com, accessed February 11, 2017 and April 8, 2017, 
https://nest.com/thermostat/meet-nest-thermostat/.  
20 Goodman, “The Atomic Age of Data,” 12.  
21 Ibid, 13.  
22 Ibid.  
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evaluations to understand what data needs to be collected and what does not. Marc 

Rotenberg from the Electronic Information Privacy Center believes privacy impact 

assessments should be done to understand the risks to others of data collection while 

Comcast Corporation’s Senior Strategic Advisor Joe Waz calls such a practice “data 

hygiene.”23 Citizen or user engagement could play an important role, too. In the IoT, 

building systems to collect feedback from end users about the privacy of a service may 

become just as important as the ability to critique it based on other standards, which can 

also be referred to as “feedback by design.”24   

ACCEPTING THE PRIVACY POLICY AS MEANINGFUL NOTICE AND CONSENT 

As it is understood, the Internet of Things relies on collecting data to provide and 

improve services; but are consumers informed about data collection and for what the data 

is used? The answer depends on what “informed” means. In “Regulating the Internet of 

Things: First Steps Towards Managing Discrimination, Privacy, Security and Consent,” 

Scott R. Peppet examines the placement of privacy- and data-related information for 

twenty popular Internet of Things devices and finds disparate approaches to the 

placement of these documents and disclosures. Peppet found some policies with privacy 

and data-related information on the manufacturers’ websites, but none of the twenty 

devices included this information in the box.25 As the research in this paper notes, IoT 

products, or specifically smart home products, include notice about their privacy policies 

and terms of service in the mobile application that accompanies the device, usually in the 

form of links preceding the account creation to use or set up the device.  

                                                
23 Ibid, 23. 
24 Ibid, 36-37. 
25 Scott R. Peppet, “Regulating the Internet of Things: First Steps Towards Managing Discrimination, 
Privacy, Security and Consent,” Texas Law Review Vol. 93:85 (2013), 140-143, 
http://www.texaslrev.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Peppet-93-1.pdf.  
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The concept of the privacy policy has been used to regulate websites and online 

services, and, more recently, mobile apps. In effect since 2004, the California Online 

Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA) mandates an “operator of a commercial Web site or 

online service that collects personally identifiable information through the Internet about 

individual consumers residing in California who use or visit its commercial Web site or 

online service shall conspicuously post its privacy policy on its Web site.”26 CalOPPA 

specifies personally identifiable information to include first and last name, physical 

address, email address, telephone number, a social security number and “any other 

identifier that permits the physical or online contacting of a specific individual.”27 Mobile 

apps fell under CalOPPA in 2012.28 Because Internet-connected home devices have 

traditionally come with a mobile app and/or online service (e.g. user account), the privacy 

policies are necessary. However, users may find the privacy policies hard to read. In 

2013, a bill emerged from the California Legislature to amend CalOPPA for more 

stringent requirements on privacy notices to be easier to read. The amendment specified 

the notice must be no longer than 100 words, be written to an eighth-grade reading level, 

disclose if personally identifiable information could be sold or shared with others, and 

even specify with whom the information would be shared.29 Ultimately, it was not 

passed. This points to something important, though. The privacy policy is a primary line 

                                                
26 California, Business and Professions Code, Division 8, Ch. 22, § 22575(a), (Stats. 2013), 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=8.&chapter=22.&lawCode=BPC. 
27 Ibid, § 22577(a)(1-6).  
28 “California Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA),” Education Foundation – Consumer Federation 
of California, July 29, 2015, https://consumercal.org/about-cfc/cfc-education-foundation/california-online-
privacy-protection-act-caloppa-3/.  
29 Ed Chau, “Assembly Bill No. 242 (California),” California Legislature, February 6, 2013, 2013-14 
Regular Session,  available at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/asm/ab_0201-
0250/ab_242_bill_20130206_introduced.pdf.  
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of regulation to keep consumers informed of data collection practices, even if the policy 

exists at the state level.  

Although, legally, the privacy notice is a first line of defense, privacy 

commentators say this model is not enough. The concept of a privacy notice could be 

entirely flawed, according to Daniel J. Solove, author of “Privacy Self-Management and 

the Consent Dilemma.” The user must conduct a complex calculation regarding their 

information, known as “privacy self-management,” to weigh the costs and benefits of 

allowing a service provider to collect and use their data30 with the device they are about 

to set up. To explain these concepts, let’s think about a user who is trying to set up an 

Internet-connected home device. They may be excited to set it up and get it to work. 

Because they are more focused on getting the device running, the user may completely 

avoid diverging from the workflow to click on a link to review the privacy notice and 

other related documentation. Even if the user was concerned about privacy implications 

and read the privacy documentation, according to Solove, they may not understand it, or 

they would lack enough background information to make an informed choice, or their 

decision making may be skewed because of a small incentive,31 which in the context of a 

smart home could be convenience or automation of everyday tasks.  

Although both Peppet and Solove point to the deficiencies of the current notice 

and choice model, they still recommend improving aspects of this paradigm. Privacy 

policies have become an important tool for regulation and informing consumers about 

data collection practices. Citing research on users of fitness trackers, Peppet states 

privacy policies can provide consumers more answers to questions they have about what, 

                                                
30 Daniel J. Solove, “Privacy Self-Management and the Consent Dilemma,” Harvard Law Review Vol. 
126:1880 (2013), http://harvardlawreview.org/2013/05/introduction-privacy-self-management-and-the-
consent-dilemma/.  
31 Ibid, 1886-1888.   
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where and how information is collected and stored, encryption of the information, ability 

to access and edit data, data ownership, and rights to limit sharing with third-parties.32 He 

asks regulators to “seek industry consensus on best practices for where and when to give 

consumers notice about privacy and data issues.”33 Solove also sees the importance of 

privacy policies to raise a company’s self-awareness of data collection and privacy 

practices. He argues that “privacy self-management thus has the salutary effect of 

creating beneficial structural privacy protections and accountability inside institutions.”34 

Both authors show wariness to focus a solution only on the privacy policy, although it 

holds the power to inform consumers and forces companies to internally assess their 

approach to privacy. They generally believe that a multi-pronged approach, which 

includes regulations, is the best way. CalOPPA could be a tool to address the challenges 

of privacy notices in the IoT since it has not yet considered software and hardware that 

collect sensor data. IoT and smart home technology could be regulated under CalOPPA 

because sensor data is often paired with personal information.  

Personally Identifiable Information and Possible User Confusion 

One of the obstacles to understanding privacy notices in the context of the IoT, 

explains Peppet, lies among personal information – or personally identifiable information 

– and non-personal information. As it stands, CalOPPA covers personally identifiable 

information. The topic of personal vs. non-personal information is important because it 

holds the key for legal recourse for users of websites, online services and mobile 

applications. In the IoT, legal recourse for consumers becomes hazy when it comes to 

breaches of sensor data. If IoT sensor data is breached, no federal or state laws mandate a 

                                                
32 Peppet, “Regulating the Internet of Things,” 159-161.  
33 Ibid.  
34 Solove, “Privacy Self-Management and the Consent Dilemma,” 1899-1900.  
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service provider or company to inform consumers of such an incident, in contrast to when 

there is a breach of “personally identifiable information.”35 However, some states, like 

Iowa, Nebraska, Texas and Wisconsin, require companies to notify consumers of 

breaches of health-related data, which could include fitness-related data.36 Still, that could 

leave other kinds of sensor data unprotected, like data generated from home appliances 

not gathering health-related data. Yet, if data from an Internet-connected home device is 

breached, end users may face risk, because anonymized sensor data has the potential to 

be re-identified and connected to the individual who produced it.37 

With two smart home devices, the Nest Thermostat and Belkin WeMo home 

automation system, Peppet notes a lack of clarity between personal/personally 

identifiable information and non-personal/non personally identifiable information.38 The 

issue, Peppet reiterates, lies with the threat of IoT sensor data, which although 

anonymized, can be re-identified.39 This leaves the question open to whether service 

providers of IoT devices and services would consider their device or sensor data as 

something that could be used to infer a consumer’s identity – if they acknowledge any 

risk of data re-identification.  

According to Peppet’s analysis, the Nest Thermostat provided a policy that did 

not make it clear if the data from the thermostat device was considered as “Personally 

Identifiable Information” because it did not state whether sensor data was considered as 

data that could be reasonably linked to a user or household.40 An updated September 20, 

2016 version of the Privacy Statement for Nest Products and Services provides a 
                                                
35 Peppet, “Regulating the Internet of Things,” 137. 
36 Ibid.  
37 Ibid, 128-130.   
38 Ibid, 143. 
39 Ibid, 128-130, 143.   
40 Ibid, 143.  
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breakdown of device types and types of data collected. The statement includes different 

sections for the Nest web sites and Nest products, which now include cameras and smoke 

detectors, with a delineation of the types of information gathered by devices, like setup 

information, environmental data, video data, etc.41 Although this information is not 

explicitly classified as personal information, top of the privacy statement includes a note, 

defining personal information as “i.e., information that personally identifies you, such as 

your name, email address or billing information, or other data that can be reasonably used 

to infer this information.”42 According to this recent assessment, it may still be unclear if 

sensor data would be included as personal information.  

Peppet also assessed the privacy policy of the Belkin WeMo home automation 

system. Belkin WeMo provides several types of devices for a smart home, like switches, 

plugs and cameras.43 Peppet points out that the Belkin WeMo home automation system 

privacy policy creates conflict between its definition of “personal information” and “non-

personal information” because of the somewhat open-ended definition of personal 

information in the policy i.e. “any information that can be used to identify you.”44 Again, 

by highlighting the potential of re-identifying sensor data, these delineations between 

personal and non-personal information are not clear.  However, in its current privacy 

policy, dated to October 2014, Belkin provides definitions of personal information and 

non-personal information on its website, citing usage data “relating to Belkin websites 

and Belkin Products” as an example of non-personal information.45 The policy even 

informs the reader of data anonymization and how personal information, when 
                                                
41 “Privacy Statement for Nest Products and Services,” Nest.com, September 20, 2016, accessed December 
17, 2016,  https://nest.com/legal/privacy-statement-for-nest-products-and-services/.  
42 Ibid.  
43 “Products,” WeMo.com, accessed March 11, 2017, http://www.wemo.com/products/.  
44 Peppet, “Regulating the Internet of Things,” 143. 
45 “Belkin Privacy Policy,” Belkin.com, October 20, 2014, accessed December 29, 2016, 
http://www.belkin.com/us/privacypolicy/.  
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anonymized, is considered non-personal information.46 This updated policy takes the 

steps to clarify the details to the consumer, compared to the conflict noted in Peppet’s 

earlier analysis of a policy prior to September 29, 2014.  

Can a privacy notice clarify issues between discerning personal information and 

non-personal information? Belkin has made a stride to do so, as evidenced by the 

comparison of the company’s recent policy with Peppet’s analysis. Yet, because privacy 

policies are cumbersome reads, it may not matter, and if sensor data is breached, 

accessed, or de-anonymized, consumers may not have the right to find out as they do 

when personally identifiable information is illegitimately accessed. EPIC, the Electronic 

Privacy Information Center, proposes that giving users the choice and notice of data 

practices is not enough in the IoT, so Fair Information Practice Principles must be 

applied, which would “grant consumers affirmative rights and place privacy 

responsibilities on companies who collect consumer data from connected devices.”47 The 

responsibilities would include privacy by design, sound data retention, simplifying 

consumer choice, and transparency of data practices. This would even require companies 

to provide consumers access to the data by such devices and “the basic logic behind any 

algorithm used by a company or vendor to make a decision about a consumer.”48 User 

controls of the data are also considered in this taxonomy where users can edit or maintain 

the data as they see fit,49 just as this is a right with personally identifiable information.50 

Some, like Peppet, suggest regulatory guidance on defining personal information in the 

                                                
46 Ibid.  
47 Electronic Privacy Information Center, “Comments of The Electronic Privacy Information Center to 
National Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department Of Commerce On the 
Benefits, Challenges, and Potential Roles for the Government in Fostering the Advancement of the Internet 
of Things,” June 2, 2016, 12-13, https://epic.org/apa/comments/EPIC-NTIA-on-IOT.pdf.   
48 Ibid.  
49 Ibid.  
50 Goodman, “The Atomic Age of Data,” 29-30.  
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context of the IoT as an answer. Other privacy advocates and scholars have called for a 

gradient-like classification of personal information, where risk for misuse or harm 

determines protections.51 For example, data collected from IoT devices, like health data 

or easily re-identifiable data falls in category one, where it is granted protections and falls 

under the collection restrictions required by policies like the Fair Credit Reporting Act 

and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act.52 In any case, the lack of clarity in 

privacy notices may continue to prompt calls for legislative action although it could be a 

long-term solution due to the time needed to pass something through Congress. Service 

providers and consumers alike will have to consider how policy initiatives may affect 

their products and usage. Could it be as simple as including and defining the protections 

of sensor data within the privacy policy?  Can design of consent user flows be improved 

to accommodate this information?  

ADVANCING LEGISLATION & PUBLIC POLICY FRAMEWORKS 

Both the Department of Commerce and the Federal Trade Commission have 

produced reports with policy recommendations for data privacy in the digital world, not 

just the IoT. The recommendations by the Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task 

Force include the adoption of Fair Information Practice Principles as a statutory baseline 

for commercial data privacy.53 The FTC also utilizes the Fair Information Practice 

Principles for their recommendations in their 2012 staff report “Privacy in an Era of 

Rapid Change,” citing that some businesses stated the incorporation of “FIPPs” in their 

                                                
51 Ibid, 29-31. 
52 Ibid.  
53 The Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task Force, Commercial Data Privacy and Innovation in 
the Internet Economy: A Dynamic Policy Framework, 23, December 2010, 
http://www.ntia.doc.gov/files/ntia/publications/iptf_privacy_greenpaper_12162010.pdf.  
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existing practices.54 Notably, in the eight Fair Information Practice Principles from the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), exist the principles 

of openness and individual participation:  

Openness Principle. There should be a general policy of openness about 
developments, practices and policies with respect to personal data. Means should 
be readily available of establishing the existence and nature of personal data, and 
the main purposes of their use, as well as the identity and usual residence of the 
data controller. 

Individual Participation Principle. An individual should have the right: 

a) to obtain from a data controller, or otherwise, confirmation of whether or not 
the data controller has data relating to him; 

b) to have communicated to him, data relating to him within a reasonable time; at 
a charge, if any, that is not excessive; in a reasonable manner; and in a form that 
is readily intelligible to him….55  

These two principles can affect the domain of the privacy notice as it concerns 

transparency and informed consent. As the DOC task force concluded, notice and choice 

could be “most helpful, when the relevant notice is sufficiently clear and simple to 

consumers.”56 The DOC cautions the FIPPs are interdependent and not meant to be taken 

piecemeal, but, nonetheless, the current notice and choice paradigm needs improvement. 

Reducing the length of privacy notices and improving user interfaces for more clarity is a 

step forward to meet some of the FIPPs as they relate to transparency and improving 

consumer trust.57 Similarly, the FTC, under the tenet of “Transparency,” states “[p]rivacy 

notices should be clearer, shorter, and more standardized to enable better comprehension 

                                                
54 Federal Trade Commission, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change: 
Recommendations for Businesses and Policymakers, generally, 13, March 2012.  
55 Pam Dixon, “A Brief Introduction to Fair Information Practices,” World Privacy Forum, 
https://www.worldprivacyforum.org/2008/01/report-a-brief-introduction-to-fair-information-practices/. 
56 DOC, “Commercial Data Privacy and Innovation in the Internet Economy,” 27.  
57 Ibid, 31. 
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and comparison of privacy practices.”58 These improvements could come in the form of 

standardized format and terminology, nutrition-label like structures, or machine-readable 

icons that summarize key notices.59 The FTC report points to Mozilla, the nonprofit 

behind the Firefox Internet browser, that has done some work in this area. Mozilla’s 

designer Aza Raskin created iconography summarizing a website’s data practices, 

including icons to inform if data is sold, given to advertisers, and how long data may be 

stored.60  

In another report the FTC focuses on the Internet of Things and applies four of the 

FIPPs, which includes notice and choice.61 This report highlights one tension the IoT and 

ubiquitous data collection brings about. First, it starts with knowing when a company 

should inform users of data collection practices and ask for consent. In current practices, 

as assessed by the primary research for this paper, informing users about data practices 

and acquiring consent happen in the same place: agreeing to the privacy notice and/or 

terms of service. If a user disagrees with a privacy notice or terms of service, their opt-out 

option is to not use the product at all. As the FTC’s report on the IoT states, companies 

should ask for a user’s consent when data will be used for practices inconsistent with the 

context of a transaction or relationship, but this could cause problems if data will be used 

for new activities, later, that may benefit consumers or society.62 For example, if a 

company specifically asks for data to be used for one certain purpose, like providing it to 

a third-party for storage but not analysis. The problem exists when a company wants to 

                                                
58 FTC, Federal Trade Commission, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change, viii.  
59 FTC, 61.  
60 John Pavlus, “Mozilla’s Privacy Icons Tell You How Sites Use Your Personal Data,” Fast Company, 
December 30, 2010, https://www.fastcodesign.com/1662961/mozillas-privacy-icons-tell-you-how-sites-
use-your-personal-data.  
61 Federal Trade Commission, Internet of Things: Privacy & Security in a Connected World, Staff Report, 
Jan. 2015.  
62 FTC, Internet of Things, v-vi.  
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get that data analyzed, but it cannot if consent for such a process was not part of the 

initial ask. To interpret that idea further, service providers may use ambiguity in privacy 

notices to keep the possibility open for additional uses of data in the future. But who 

determines such additional uses as beneficial or harmful to consumers? The report goes 

on to point to legislation as an answer to questions like this one. Without legislation, the 

staff report pointed to nine possible solutions to improve notice and consent. These 

included data collection choices during setup wizards; video tutorials to educate; general 

privacy menus where users could select packets of configurations for “low privacy,” 

“medium,” or “high” with explanations of each; management dashboards where users 

could view and configure privacy settings at any time for a device; and a user experience 

approach where new devices learn the privacy preferences of a user based on 

configurations made to devices on the same smart home “hub.”63 The recommendations 

can immediately improve a user’s notice and consent experience, but the test will be if 

companies institute such measures or what it will take for such changes to happen.  

The suggestions by the DOC and FTC are only one area of larger policy 

frameworks, but they could be a good starting point for service providers, and the 

designers of products, to inform consumers about data collection practices in the IoT and 

smart home. Summarizing key information of privacy policies is critical for consumers to 

understand implications of data collection in the smart, Internet-connected home. As the 

FTC’s focused report on the IoT shows, service providers can take several kinds of 

approaches to acquire better-informed consent and give users a sense of control before 

any legislation is passed. Both the DOC and FTC point to the current notice and choice 

paradigm as not helping consumers fully understand privacy in the digital context, like 

                                                
63 Ibid, 41-42. 
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the concerns of privacy advocates and experts, such as Solove cited above. It is up to 

service providers of smart home technology to investigate what recommendations work 

for them, including other recommendations outside the scope of notice and choice.   

Even with recommendations at hand, concern exists of consumers becoming 

confused or overloaded if too much information or granular details about data practices 

are provided.64 I posit, in the context of the IoT and particularly smart home, consumers 

have already made a purchase of a sophisticated device, connoting solid intention to 

complete the action of setup, so fears of a consumer returning the device or not 

completing setup may be overstated. Secondly, because a device is being set up in the 

home — a private, personal space — the consumer should have a clear understanding 

about a service provider’s data practices, especially as it relates to management of sensor 

data, as the FIPPs state. A sense of safety could be part of the value proposition of a 

device, too. As pointed out by Peppet’s analysis, privacy policies may obfuscate 

important information about data collection and privacy, beyond the traditional concept 

of personal information. Service providers of Internet-connected home technology could 

clarify practices before the news media highlights something in a privacy notice or terms 

of service, which may seem dishonest or surreptitious, preventing embarrassment or loss 

of trust.  

SELF-REGULATION AS HONESTY 

Service providers may not need more regulations on them but, instead, could 

focus on building a trust relationship with end users of IoT home technology by being 

honest, which could improve the current model of notice and choice. Richards and 

                                                
64 FTC, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change, 61.  
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Hartzog recognize the limits of notice and choice,65 yet the model remains enough for 

companies to meet their legal obligations and the Fair Information Practice of the 

“openness principle.”66  In the authors’ model, honesty becomes another component to 

improve consent by requiring affirmative consent and ensuring end users are aware of 

key elements of a privacy or terms of service document.67 Also, the authors point to 

moving away from “privacy pessimism” where privacy is seen as antagonistic and 

focusing on the negative, like what is lost in information relationships e.g. profits, 

freedom. Ultimately, this leads to users feeling disempowered and limit their willingness 

to share information.68 As the DOC and the industry commenters it cites believe, an 

erosion of trust inhibits the adoption of new technology, leading the DOC to state 

maintaining consumer trust is vital to the success of the digital economy.69 

The addition of honesty to data practices could mean better designed consent 

practices. In attempting to humanize and synthesize information, it may become evident 

that a privacy policy or terms of service is not clear enough. Secondly, companies who 

self-impose honesty as a component to data-practice disclosures could see an increase in 

customers. Similar to Mozilla’s privacy icons for websites, more honest practices could 

be a selling tactic by “2nd-tier” companies, who are trying to sway customers to use their 

products over those of a larger company.70 As the FTC notes, companies may not have 

enough legal incentives to not cut corners as it pertains to consumer privacy,71 but with 

                                                
65 Neil Richards, Woodrow Hartzog, “Taking Trust Seriously in Privacy Law,” Sept. 3, 2015, 18-19, 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2655719.  
66 Ibid, 41.  
67 Ibid, 42.  
68 Ibid, 5-8.  
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71 FTC, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change, 12.  
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improved consent practices built around honesty, the incentive could be more customers 

or increased customer loyalty for purchases of smart home devices in the future.   

THE ROLE OF USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN  

Ultimately, companies and design teams creating products have the power to 

create better consent practices that are built around honesty, improving the notice and 

choice model. Furthermore, designing for improved data practice consent can better 

prepare service providers for legislation aimed at improving privacy and consumer 

protection.72 A design process can be informed by user stories written about privacy 

concerns. As a starting point, user experience research and design teams can use A.F. 

Westin’s classification of consumers regarding concerns for privacy: fundamentalists, 

pragmatists, and unconcerned.73 Albeit a minority, fundamentalists “highly value 

transparency but are less willing to partake in personalization services.”74 It would be up 

to a design team to figure out where their user base falls in such a classification.  

Additional information for user stories could come from compliance stakeholders 

within the company, or primary user research conducted by a company. This process can 

allow important questions to emerge that not only affect what end users immediately see 

but also how databases and backend infrastructures are built.75 Privacy advocates suggest 

IoT systems should minimize data collection and storage, so that privacy is not an 

afterthought but instead built into an IoT system with Fair Information Practice Principles 

                                                
72 Alex Schmidt, “Privacy as UX,” A List Apart,” Sept. 22, 2015, www.alistapart.com/article/privacy-is-
ux.  
73 Alexandra Michelle Doorey, “Contextualizing privacy concerns within mobile engagement: A 
comparative investigation of escalating risk among general, e-commerce and health-related use,” Master’s 
thesis, University of Texas at Austin, May 2016, 46, http://hdl.handle.net/2152/39372.  
74 Ibid, 46.  
75 Schmidt, “Privacy as UX.” 
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in mind.76 77 Design teams working on the applications to Internet-connected devices for 

homes can primarily help aid consumer understanding of existing privacy and data 

practices, through existing documentation, like a privacy notice or terms of service 

document. Design teams can utilize methods like those highlighted by the FTC’s report 

on the IoT, according to their product’s needs, to clarify procedures around data 

collection and allowing customization of privacy settings.  
  

                                                
76 Goodman, “The Atomic Age of Data,” 31.  
77 EPIC, “Comments of the Electronic Privacy Information Center,” 12. 
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Chapter III: Assessing the UX of Consent & Awareness 

With the following research, I examine service provider’s privacy practices for 

Internet-connected devices in the home, critically assess the consent process for data 

collection and wider privacy practices, and recommend improvements to the user 

experience of consent for IoT home technology. Both end users and service providers can 

benefit with more awareness about privacy. Users of IoT technology in the home may be 

better equipped to make decisions about their usage of a product, while service providers 

can use security and privacy-enhancing features as a selling point.  

This research project does have limitations. It will focus on Internet-connected 

home devices, not other IoT technologies, like smart city technology or wearables. Also, 

the analysis is constrained to only three types of devices and not the wide array of 

Internet-connected home devices available. This analysis is also limited to the current 

practices and agreements provided by service providers. It is likely that these agreements 

or practices will change and become outdated in any scope of time, ranging from months 

to years or the next release of a software update. Finally, I do not have a law degree and 

have made my best effort to understand the documents like terms of service and privacy 

notices as a consumer to answer the questions in the questionnaire. I cannot certify any 

interpretation of these documents as accurate. 

METHODOLOGY  

I employed the user persona of a consumer who wants to set up a simple home 

automation scenario with a few devices. In this scenario, the user wants to have a light 

turn on upon sensing motion in a room of his home. Additionally, he wants to use voice 

commands to control the light when it does not respond to the motion sensor. I used the 

persona to frame the experience of setting up the individual devices, as well as 
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connecting the chosen devices together to create the automation scenario. I went further 

while in setup to analyze the approaches to privacy as well as consent to privacy and data 

collection practices of the selected Internet-connected home device service providers. I 

thus analyzed the privacy notices and/or terms of service agreements made available to 

the user while in device setup. I evaluated the privacy and terms documentation using 

criteria based on the questions Peppet asks in his analysis of consent practices of privacy 

and data-related policies for twenty Internet-connected devices, which included some 

devices for the home.78 I have added one additional question on whether the documents 

state terms for connecting to third-party services, considering I connected the devices to 

one another. [See Appendix A, B, and C for the questionnaires.] Also, I am looking at 

documents showed during the setup processes for each device, not just the privacy policy. 

I chose three popular Internet-connected home devices: Philips Hue, Smart 

Things Hub and Motion Sensor, and Amazon Dot with the Alexa service. I selected the 

devices based on the service provider maturity and on perceived popularity. For example, 

Philips Hue was a player in the smart lighting market with reviews of their first 

generation light bulbs and accompanying hub dating back to 2012.79 Amazon also 

prominently lists Philips Hue lighting products under the their “Smart Home : Tools & 

Home Improvement : Light Bulbs” section.80 

Amazon itself has produced the Alexa-connected devices, like the Amazon Echo, 

Echo Dot, and Echo Tap, devices. It’s been dubbed the “‘accidental’ early winner in the 

voice controlled home” because Amazon has sold 5.1 million of the smart speakers since 

                                                
78 Peppet, “Regulating the Internet of Things,” 165. 
79 Luke Westaway, “Philips Hue smart lightbulbs glow any colour, cost £49 each,” CNET, Oct. 29, 2012, 
 https://www.cnet.com/news/philips-hue-smart-lightbulbs-glow-any-colour-cost-49-each/.  
80 “Light Bulbs,” Amazon, accessed January 29, 2017, https://www.amazon.com.  
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its debut in 2014.81 The Amazon devices are voice operated and connect to the Internet to 

provide information or send commands to third-party services with the help of “Alexa.” 

Users simply say “Alexa” to activate the speaker and have it receive their command, 

which can be a question about the weather or to set a timer.  

I also tested Samsung’s SmartThings Hub and motion sensor products. Samsung 

acquired the SmartThings company for $200 million in 2014, adding to its own line of 

smart products,82 like TVs. The SmartThings hub allows users to connect third party 

devices together. SmartThings also has its own devices, like motion sensors, for users to 

add to their smart home for additional functionality.  

To conduct the research, I took the following steps:  

1. I downloaded the iOS mobile applications to each device for setup and control.  

2. I read the privacy and/or terms of service agreements when prompted, noting how 

these documents were shown to the user and in what context.  

3. Once I set up the devices like the mobile applications prompted, I then began 

connecting the devices together so they would communicate with one another. The 

Philips Hue lights would be set to turn on with motion from the SmartThings motion 

sensor and when the Amazon Dot/Alexa hears commands like on or off. 

4. While connecting the devices together, I noted the user flows for this activity.  

5. Using the collected data, I mocked up improvements for the general user flows for 

consent when setting up a device and when connecting a device to a third-party 

service.  

                                                
81 Taylor Soper, “Amazon Echo sales reach 5M in two years, research firm says, as Google competitor 
enters market,” GeekWire, November 21, 2016, http://www.geekwire.com/2016/amazon-echo-sales-reach-
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82 Daniel Wroclawski, “Samsung buys SmartThings for $200 million,” USA Today, Aug. 15, 2014, 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2014/08/14/samsung-smartthings-smart-home/14092865/.  
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DATA ANALYSIS  

Amazon Echo Dot & Amazon Alexa 

Setting up the Echo Dot required the Amazon Alexa app, which I downloaded via 

the iOS App Store. The Alexa app provides users a dashboard to their Alexa-connected 

device, which in this case is the Echo Dot, the smaller speaker of the Alexa-connected 

line of devices. With the Alexa app, users can remote control their Echo device and have 

a log of their interactions with the device. The app can manage alarms, music, shopping 

lists and more.83 The application provides the entire setup experience from signing into 

an Amazon.com account, selecting the device type, and to connecting it to a Wi-Fi 

network. Upon setup completion, the Alexa app provides a quick tutorial on using the 

device and Alexa service. 

Upon launching the application for the first time, I was prompted to sign into an 

Amazon.com account. If a user does not have an Amazon.com account, they would have 

to create one to set up the device. After signing in, a welcome page appeared with a 

“Begin Setup” button at the foot of the screen. Above the button, a short statement 

informed of the “audio and other information” stored in the cloud and that it may be 

exchanged with third parties “to fulfill requests,”84 which could be the apps and services 

a user links to their device, like Uber, or Domino’s.85 The second and final paragraph of 

this page has a consent statement reading, “By tapping ‘Begin Setup’, you agree to all the 

terms found here.”86 Clicking on the blue “terms found here” takes the user to see nine 

                                                
83 AMZN Mobile LLC, “Amazon Alexa,” iOS App Store, accessed March 14, 2017, 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/amazon-alexa/id944011620.  
84 AMZN Mobile LLC, “Amazon Alexa,” iOS app, version 1.16.39, Nov. 7, 2016, available at 
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different documents to which they are agreeing once they have initiated setup. According 

to Peppet’s questionnaire, I found answers to all but two questions [See Appendix A]. 

The only two questions for which I could not find answers in the documents pertained to 

data ownership and whether sensor data is stored in a de-identified state and whether the 

firm can re-identify. Because the voice recordings are connected to a user’s Amazon 

account, one could assume this data is not “de-identified.”  

The documents shown during set up of the Echo Dot and its accompanying 

services provide the answers to basic privacy and security concerns, except for two 

questions in the questionnaire, pertaining to ownership of sensor data and whether data is 

stored in a de-identified state [See Appendix A]. The number of documents to review is 

also quite daunting. The product packaging included mentions of the terms for Echo Dot, 

the privacy notice on the website, and where to find the terms in the Alexa app, which 

makes this stand out since Peppet noted in his analysis that no other devices did this. 

Thus, a user is informed of where they can find the answers to questions they may have 

without necessarily setting up the device. Additionally, reading the documents, the user 

can know data is encrypted via SSL; Amazon does not sell customer’s information;87 and 

the user is given a specific policy for using the Alexa service on the Echo Dot and an 

online FAQ sheet, both of which link back to the Privacy Notice and Conditions of Use 

for Amazon.com. The app also lists links to several of the documents under the “Help & 

Feedback” section.88  

Although the privacy policy and terms of service are accessible to the user, 

Amazon can still improve the notice and consent model by providing more summarized 

                                                
87 Amazon.com Privacy Notice, September 30, 2016, 
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information in the main screens of the app. The inclusion of an online FAQ sheet and 

specific policy for the device and Alexa service certainly earn it points, but they are still 

cumbersome reads, especially for someone who may not be looking for this exact 

information or who will not take the time to read through the nine documents. 

Additionally, the app already provides a few sentences about audio storage, third parties 

and purchasing via the Echo device before the “Begin Setup” button. However, it can 

provide details about data reselling and the ability to delete data either on this screen or 

elsewhere. Like the application providing text and video tutorials to use the Alexa device, 

there could exist a summary of privacy policies, like key information about security, data 

ownership, location of stored sensor data and editability. Although the statements 

included above the “Begin Setup” button are a start at fostering honesty and transparency 

between the service provider and user, more detail can be added and perhaps even made 

more prominent through the usage of pop ups, bigger text or video tutorials.  

Samsung SmartThings 

Setting up the SmartThings Hub required an iOS app to be downloaded. The 

motion sensor required the hub and app to be set up first. To begin setup, a user must 

create a SmartThings account. Where a user is prompted to enter their details to create an 

account, links at the bottom are available to review the “Terms of Service” and “Privacy 

Policy” on the SmartThings website.89 The application walks the user through the 

installation of the SmartThings Hub after the user grants consent and creates an account. 

A short video shows a user how to connect the hub to the network and power. After 

connecting the hub, the user is prompted to set up his location and grant the application 

                                                
89 SmartThings, Inc., “SmartThings Mobile,” iOS App, version 2.2.5, Jan. 26, 2017, available at 
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permission to use the phone’s location. Once access is granted, the user can label this 

GPS location, “Home” or any other name to help organize the hub and devices. 

After completing the above steps, I added the motion sensor and only needed a 

click in the application for the sensor to be found automatically. I had to pull a tab from 

the back of the motion sensor device to activate it and allow it to be found by the app. 

The boxes of each SmartThings device included documents or “quick-start” guides. 

There were no statements regarding the location of the privacy policy or terms of service 

on the box or in the guides although the user is directed to visit the SmartThings website 

to read the Product Usage Guidelines,90 which links to the Terms of Service. 

In the SmartThings’s privacy policy and terms of service, I found most of the 

answers to the questions on the questionnaire except for one, which regarded the 

encryption of sensor data [See Appendix B]. Generally, the policies state clearly the other 

data-related practices and, in some cases, provide examples. Of interest was the statement 

on targeted advertising, whereby SmartThings can disclose information to an advertiser, 

who would show a user an ad based on sensor data. For instance, if a sensor detected a 

flood, a user could see an ad for local plumbing services.91 However, the user can opt out 

of targeted advertising in their personal settings. Also, the privacy policy explains data 

collected from devices is automatically received and recorded on the company’s servers, 

logs and databases, providing an example for a temperature sensor transmitting not only 

temperature information but also information associated with it, like the user-assigned 

device name or location name. A following section details the possible storage of audio 
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and video recordings if devices with such capabilities are configured to stream or record 

through the SmartThings service.92 

Because the application has a quick setup process, it could include information 

about privacy basics in the user flow, including the illustrative examples, to improve the 

consent process. This could help make the user an active participant in understanding 

their privacy in the context of the application. By presenting examples in the privacy 

policy about how information is collected and may be used, SmartThings has increased 

understandability of the document. These examples and condensed privacy basics can be 

included in the setup flow to increase user awareness of the data practices. Because the 

privacy and terms of service are linked at the screen of account creation, prior to the user 

starting the setup process, SmartThings has an opportunity to educate the user before he 

or she is immersed in device configurations. A privacy tutorial would not be out of the 

question, either. If the user has already purchased devices and unpacked them, it may be 

unlikely he or she would be deterred by the data privacy practices currently listed.  

The application could benefit from a popup or privacy tutorial to precede the 

creation of an account. It could even include some banner or animation to point the user 

to “Learn More” about privacy settings. The additional information provided can consist 

of what is already in the privacy policy, answering key questions like the security of 

sensor data and for what it is used. Also, the app can highlight privacy features and what 

tools users have to control their privacy in the app. Taking this further, once the user has 

created an account, the app could include privacy configurations for device types, like 

where data is stored and for how long it is kept, not unlike what the FTC’s report on the 

IoT outlines.93 

                                                
92 Ibid.  
93 FTC, Internet of Things, 41-42. 
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Philips Hue 

The Philips Hue Starter Kit came with a hub (also known as a bridge) and two 

A19 bulbs. Ordered from Amazon, it came in “frustration-free” packaging, which is a 

brown cardboard box with little to no color unlike the SmartThings or Amazon Echo Dot 

packaging. The bridge and bulbs, once connected and installed in the home, required the 

Philips Hue mobile application to complete the setup. Unlike the other two products, 

Philips Hue did not require an account to begin setup. The “terms & conditions” and 

“privacy conditions” were linked at the foot of the “Update available” page, which was 

shown after I clicked the physical button the Hue bridge to initiate the setup procedure. 

These links were also notable because, to continue setup from the “Update available” 

page, the user must check a box next to the statement and links, reading “I agree to the 

terms & conditions and I’m aware of the privacy conditions.”94 Clicking on the text 

“terms & conditions” and “privacy conditions” displayed the respective documents on the 

Philips Hue website. The terms of use can be downloaded as a PDF file by clicking on a 

yellow “Download” button although this button was not available on the privacy notice. 

This mobile application also differed in that it did not have a video for setup or tutorial.  

The privacy policy for Philips Hue provided answers to most of the questions but 

one in the questionnaire [See Appendix C]. Although data ownership was not stated in 

the privacy policy, a section states that Philips Lighting B.V. in the Netherlands is 

responsible for the user’s personal data. The policy also states the existence of data in 

“aggregate” form and “non-aggregated” form. The latter can be deleted by resetting the 

hub, or bridge, using the manual controls on the device. The policy states aggregate data 

does not contain information that can be used to identify a user. Furthermore, the Hue 

                                                
94 Philips Lighting BV, “Philips Hue,” iOS App, version 2.8.0, Jan. 30, 2017 available at 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/philips-hue/id1055281310.  
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lamps are not specifically stated under “Which personal data do we collect?” although 

usage data may be collected while using the app.95 A device called the HueSensor is 

specifically stated. Notably, the policy states, after the HueSensor section, “[w]e do not 

use this data to monitor you and make sure third parties with access to this data agree not 

to either.”96 Because the Hue lamps do not receive special mention, a user may be left to 

wonder if the usage of the bulb is collected at all by Philips Lighting. The policy makes 

specific mentions to user-given names of accessories and rooms under “Connecting your 

Hue via your HomeKit” stating that such information “may be accessed by third parties 

who help” develop products for Philips Lighting.97 HomeKit is the native application on 

iOS that allows users to have access to smart home devices via their iPhones.  

The inclusion of a checkmark box next the statement acknowledging the terms 

and privacy conditions brings more awareness to the consent practice than leaving the 

links to the documents above a “continue” or “begin” button. Nonetheless, the application 

can state details upfront about data practices as it pertains to the user without setting up 

an account, like what data is collected when using the app, how information is shared 

with third-parties, and how device data may be removed or edited. For example, it could 

clearly state if data from the light bulbs like when they are turned on or off is collected. 

Additionally, the app and/or privacy documentation can better explain what data is 

generated by using the light bulbs and if the data is collected in aggregate form. 

Providing these details can come in the form of simple messages during setup or after 

setup. As it regards the HueSensor, which was not tested in this study, it would benefit 

users to know how the sensor data could be edited. 

                                                
95 Philips Hue, “Privacy Policy,” accessed January 29, 2017, http://www2.meethue.com/en-us/privacy-
policy/.  
96 Ibid.    
97 Ibid.  
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Device-to-device Configurations 

Connecting Hue to SmartThings 

A user can begin adding a device to SmartThings via the app by clicking on “Add 

a Thing” under the tab “My Home.” After clicking “Add a Thing,” a message at the foot 

of the screen appears asking a user to “Add a Device Manually” giving the examples of 

Hue Lights.98 The proceeding flow of screens had me select a category, i.e. Light Bulbs, 

then I selected the kind of Philips Hue bulb that was most like the type I got in the Philips 

Hue Starter Kit. The following screen gave a brief explanation of the product integration 

with SmartThings and provided three menu items the user can select from: “Connect 

Now”, “Top SmartApps”, “Support Article.” I first had to digitally connect the Hue 

Bridge to the app before selecting the individual bulbs. During this process, the app does 

not prompt the user, or provide a reminder, about the collection of data. Because the user 

has already gone through setup and agreed, there may not be a need to again inform him 

of the data-related practices. However, the option to explore either the privacy policy of 

Philips Hue or SmartThings was not made available. The link to the support article did 

not include direct links to the SmartThings or Philips Hue privacy notices. 

Connecting Hue to Amazon Echo Dot & Amazon Alexa 

The Alexa app is reminiscent of a smart hub app because a user can add devices 

directly to the service for voice control using the Echo device. Under the “Smart Home” 

tab, a user can begin the device discovery process to add devices.99 After tapping the 

“Discover Devices” link, Alexa looks for devices. The emerging pop up informs the user, 

if Philips Hue is being added, the button on the bridge must be pressed, and the process 

needs to be started again. 
                                                
98 SmartThings, Inc., “SmartThings Mobile,” iOS App.  
99 AMZN Mobile LLC, “Amazon Alexa,” iOS app. 
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After pressing the button on the Hue Bridge, I again initiated the app to look for 

my Philips Hue bulbs, and, once found, both bulbs were added to the app, listed under 

“Your Devices.” This process did not inform or remind me of any data-related practices. 

A user could be left to assume the Alexa app only collects the Hue device data in the 

form of the commands spoken to the Echo device. 

There is another way to add devices or services to Alexa. The user can instead go 

to the “Skills” tab to add devices using the Alexa application. I attempted to do this with 

Philips Hue by searching for a Hue “skill.” The Hue Skill page had a yellow button that 

the user could press to “Enable” the skill and kick off the process to link their Hue 

account.100 Because I did not create a Philips Hue account, I did not go through this 

setup. However, below the “Enable” button the user can learn about the skill. Scrolling 

down the page, the user can see a “Skill Details” section where links to the Hue privacy 

policy and terms of use can be found, directing the user to the Hue website to read the 

documents, like the process in the Hue app.101 

Connecting SmartThings to Amazon Echo Dot & Amazon Alexa 

Under the “Skills” tab, I searched for SmartThings to connect my hub to the 

Alexa service. The SmartThings Skill page is like the Hue Skill page, with a big yellow 

“Enable” button at the top, examples of commands the user can try, and the sections 

“About this Skill” and “Skill Details.”102 Under “Skill Details” the user can click the 

links to view the SmartThings privacy policy and terms of use. For the SmartThings 

                                                
100 “Hue,” Amazon.com, Alexa Skills, accessed February 25, 2017, https://www.amazon.com/Philips-
Hue/dp/B01LWAGUG7/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-skills&ie=UTF8&qid=1488057323&sr=1-
1&keywords=hue.   
101 Ibid.  
102 “SmartThings,” Amazon.com, Alexa Skills, accessed February 25, 
2017https://www.amazon.com/SmartThings/dp/B01ETW5Q9O/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-
skills&ie=UTF8&qid=1488057640&sr=1-1&keywords=smartthings. 
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Skill, additional links are listed like “Guidance Suggested.” I was curious to know what 

this meant, and upon clicking it, I got a popup that defined “Guidance Suggested” with an 

“I understand” button at the foot of the popup. The popup stated: 

This skill may include account linking, personal information collection, 
advertisements, location detection or location-based services, or infrequent or 
mild examples of the types of content included below….103 

I clicked on the “I understand” button to close the pop up and proceeded to enable 

the skill. Once I clicked on the “Enable” button, I began the setup process and had to 

input the credentials to my SmartThings account. The app shows a custom screen – likely 

a view of a SmartThings’ webpage framed within the Alexa app – asking for 

authorization of Alexa to access my SmartThings account. From here, the user can select 

one of the locations set up in the SmartThings app. In my case, I only had one location set 

up. After selecting it, I was given options to “[a]llow external service to access and 

control” of certain components of the account like types of devices or “Routines.” The 

user can grant access to certain components, as well, by clicking on the appropriate 

checkmark box. I selected my Hue devices listed and hit the green “Authorize” button at 

the foot of the page. 

Summary & Analysis 

The connecting of devices to other third-party device applications has become the 

norm with SmartThings and Amazon Echo products. However, this adds some 

complexity to acquiring consent. Users want control of all their disparate devices on one 

platform for either the creation of routines, automation scenarios, or for voice control. For 

the products reviewed above, I had already gone through the setup for each one, agreeing 

to the policies from each service provider, where I was informed through the privacy and 

                                                
103 Ibid.  
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terms of service documents about third-party integrations. Generally, if you connect a 

device to a third-party, you are subject to the terms of the third party. 

For the case of Hue in the SmartThings app, SmartThings likely collects the data 

related to Hue executed through the app. However, users receive no reminder of either 

SmartThings privacy policy or Hue’s documentation when connecting the Hue lights to 

the SmartThings hub. It is thus left for the user to have read each product’s 

documentation to understand the implications, if any, of connecting devices together, and 

make some extrapolations or conjectures.  For example, “routine” is not explicitly listed 

under “Information You Provide To Us” or “Information Collected Automatically” 

although the routine configuration is “knowingly” provided.104 Because my Hue lights 

turn on automatically when the motion sensor detects motion, the independent data – e.g. 

light on and motion – may be collected automatically. I can view the history of device 

activity under “Notifications” but it cannot be edited in the mobile application. The 

routine I created for the light activation upon motion can be removed. When a third-party 

device is connected to SmartThings, the app can provide a reminder of what kinds of data 

will be collected. Secondly, the app could provide a method to edit data collected from 

third-party devices.  

The Amazon Alexa app did not provide a reminder of documentation when 

connecting my Hue bulbs directly to the Echo Dot. Although the onus still falls on the 

user to recall the documentation they agreed to during setup for the individual products, 

the user can see data collection and delete any voice recordings from the app. Also, 

Amazon Skills offer an alternative form of connectivity through the “Skills” feature, but 

                                                
104 SmartThings, “Privacy Policy.” 
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it seems the Alexa service gets more data from this connection, as evidenced from the 

consent screen with the SmartThings Skill. 

With its “Skills” Amazon is opening a market for third-party developers to join its 

platform and give users more features for their Echo products. As evidenced by the Skill 

pages of Hue and SmartThings, links to the company’s documents are incorporated into 

the information about the skill although this follows the “standard” of most applications 

asking for consent. This is not unlike the iOS App Store where each app has a dedicated 

page with links to a developer’s website and privacy policy. The Amazon Skill pages still 

rely on the model of passive consent where the user should do the “work” to find out 

about privacy and data collection practices. However, the consent page for Alexa to 

integrate with my SmartThings account relied on active consent because I had to select in 

which areas Alexa could gain access. This sense of control was comforting even if it 

required a moment to review the page. The additional details located under the “Guidance 

Suggested” popup provided great information, and empowers a consumer to know more 

about a skill. However, a user may not find this information since it is a few clicks away 

from the prominent “Enable” button.   

SmartThings also has a “Marketplace” with SmartApps submitted by third parties 

like other SmartThings users and SmartThings itself. However, these do not seem to have 

privacy policies since they are more like templates a user would fill out with their data 

and device selections. The final usage of the SmartApp may not be submitted to a third-

party, but this is conjecture. More research may need to be done in this area to answer 

these questions, as using SmartApps was not part of this study. 
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Chapter IV: Recommendations & Conclusion 

The following recommendations come in the form of user interface elements that 

can be added to mobile applications accompanying smart devices. They represent generic 

Internet-connected home devices. My recommendations also aim to fall in line with the 

principle of honesty as presented by Richards and Hartzog as well as the secondary user 

research cited by Peppet regarding what kinds of information users wanted disclosed to 

them by smart devices. Furthermore, the suggestions are informed by the research cited 

above, including the FTC’s privacy framework for the IoT and the DOC’s report.  While 

the frameworks cited above are not set to law, service providers and design teams may be 

encouraged to follow such practices to boost market share of their product, stay 

competitive in an evolving market, and create a more robust, educational user experience.  

Examining the flows and screens for the smart home devices above, I created the 

recommendations to improve the discoverability of a provider’s data-related privacy 

practices and enable users to configure privacy settings during these flows. I have 

illustrated flows for the onboarding and setup of devices. These are broken up into three 

types of onboarding and setup flows for when a device needs an account to be set up 

(Figure 4.1), when no account is needed for device setup (Figure 4.2), and when a user is 

adding a new device to an existing cloud account (Figure 4.3), which may not have any 

IoT or smart home devices attached to it. Each incorporate disclosing privacy policy 

details and configuring privacy options in certain key areas of their respective initial 

setup flow. 
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Figure 4.1 – User Flow for Device That Needs Account Creation 

 

Figure 4.2 – User Flow for Device That Does Not Need Account 
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Figure 4.3 – User Flow for Adding a Device to an Existing Account 

Also, I examined the flows for adding additional devices and third-party 

integrations to a smart home management device or account. I illustrate two variations of 

these flows with additions to allow users to configure privacy options and view terms 

and/or privacy policy information (when applicable): one for when a user adds a non-

third-party device to an account (i.e. it is made by the same company providing the 

account) (Figure 4.4), and the other flow shows an improvement to adding a third-party 

device or integration to an account (Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.5 – User flow for Adding Third-Party Device to Account 

POSSIBLE AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

The Initial Setup: Variations for Account or No Account 

The initial set up of Internet-connected home devices can incorporate a user-

friendly summary of terms- and privacy-related information in at least three different 

kinds of interface elements. The first user interface element to integrate terms- and 

privacy-related information may be packaged as a quick list of key elements a user is 

agreeing to by creating an account or setting up a device (Figure 4.6). The simplicity of 

the element represents a low-cost option because it does not need graphics or video. This 

element can be used for any type of device regardless of need for account creation. The 

only prerequisite is a need to disclose a terms of service and/or privacy policy.  

Figure 4.4 – User Flow for Adding Non-Third-Party Device to Account 
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As a second option, designers 

may choose to incorporate a video 

tutorial (Figure 4.7) as part of a device’s 

initial setup. For the “I Understand” 

button to show up to allow a user to 

continue, the user must press play and 

watch the entire video. The appearing “I 

Understand” button is not necessary but 

could ensure users interact with the 

video. Granted, the video tutorial option 

would require more resources and time, 

but the simple interaction (pressing a 

play button) may provide a more user-

friendly option, being able to fit with 

any device regardless of the need for an 

account.  

 

Figure 4.6 – Simple Summary 
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Figure 4.7 – Video Summary Flow 

Thirdly, an illustrated privacy tutorial can explain key areas of a device’s privacy 

including what types of data are collected, security of data, how to edit or delete data, and 

with who data is shared (Figure 4.8). The figure shows each screen presenting one 

component of a privacy policy. The user would have to swipe to move forward. Of 

course, a user may opt out of the tutorial before starting it. Analytics becomes an 

important tool in this case to assess how many users are taking the time to engage with 

the tutorial compared to how many are skipping the tutorial.  
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Figure 4.8 – Swipeable Privacy Tutorial User Flow 

The initial setup can also allow users to configure privacy and data collection 

settings (Figure 4.9). All three types of flows – for devices that need an account, do not 

need an account, and for a device where an account already exists – can incorporate data 

privacy configurations as part of their initial setup process. Having such configurations as 

part of the setup process informs users of their power to make the device work for them, 
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in a way that is comfortable. Service 

providers and design teams may 

ultimately decide what defaults are in 

place for users to edit. My example 

shows default configurations, which 

may be beneficial to a service provider 

for analysis and product improvement. 

Nonetheless, the user has the power to 

edit these configurations and save a 

privacy profile based on their selections.   

Before Connecting to a Device or 
Integration 

Services and devices like those 

surveyed above allow users to connect 

many different devices to one another. 

These devices can be from the same 

company, like SmartThings with its 

motion sensor that can connected to the 

hub, or devices can be from a different 

company, like a Philips Hue light bulb being added to an Amazon Echo Dot. 

Additionally, products like Amazon Echo Dot allow users to connect third-party 

integrations (otherwise known as “Skills” for Amazon’s product). The following 

recommendations can be added to these differing flows to inform users of data collected 

by those devices whether they are third party or not, as well as informing users about data 

collected by third-party integrations.  

Figure 4.9 – Data Collection Configuration 
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Before connecting to a third-party 

device or integration a user should be shown 

terms and privacy information. For the 

integration, this may come as quick bits of 

information taken from the larger documents 

and shown in the form of a popup or modal 

(Figure 4.10). At the foot of the popup or 

modal, the “Enable” button can be found 

below the links to the third-party’s 

documents. For the third-party device, the 

popup/modal is not much different (Figure 

4.11). It would precede connecting the 

device. However, adding a third-party device 

differs slightly from integrations in that the 

original maker of the hub, which connects 

myriad devices together, may not have access 

to the third-party’s documentation or even 

know what data would be collected, so this 

would be left to supposition. A user, of 

course, may have already configured such a device through the third party’s mobile app.  

The maker of the hub, which connects all these devices, does have control over its 

own line of devices, enabling more options for the user to configure. A user can again be 

shown data configuration options, like those during initial setup (Figure 4.9). A user 

would merely have to confirm the options they had already set. If the user was adding 

Figure 4.10 – Modal Before Adding 
Integration 
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another device immediately after, the pop up asking to “Continue” can also include a 

checkbox element to retain the same privacy profile previously set up (Figure 4.12).  

Figure 4.11 – Disclosure for Third-
Party Device 

Figure 4.12 – Configuration 
Confirmation for Second 
Device (Not Third-Party) 
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CONCLUSION 

In all, the recommendations above aim to improve Internet-connected home 

device products by applying methods cited by privacy advocates and governmental 

organizations. The analysis of the privacy/terms of service documentation goes hand in 

hand with the user flow recommendations to help answer some key questions consumers 

may have. Improving awareness of privacy practices and consent to those practices is a 

challenge in the IoT and smart home, because methods applied for traditional web 

applications have been used, namely the passive consent model and lengthy 

documentation. However, the Internet of Things in consumers’ homes should be treated 

as a new space, one for innovation and for new solutions to emerge. Mobile app design 

has progressed greatly to break down complex information in set up processes aided by 

focuses on user experience design and research. Gaining consent and raising awareness 

of privacy and data collection practices for Internet-connected home devices, in many 

ways, is a user experience problem designers and researchers can solve for the products 

they help create. Improvement of the user experience can eliminate the trust issues 

consumers face when they read unflattering news regarding privacy or data security 

flubs, and it can bring much needed improvement to lengthy, hard-to-read notices. 

Additionally, bringing the lens of user experience design to a complex problem like 

informing and gaining consent to privacy and terms of services notices may illuminate a 

company’s approaches laid out in these documents. By turning the assessment of privacy 

and data collection as a self-reflection exercise, design teams may find better and more 

numerous solutions to assuage consumer concern of privacy practices. Eliminating 

concern from the equation of using smart home devices, which collect data to improve 

experience and service, may become a useful tool to increase market share and continue 

innovations in a promising industry.  
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Appendices 

APPENDIX A: AMAZON ALEXA/AMAZON ECHO DOT105 106 107 108 
1. Does the product manual or quick start guide in packaging discuss data privacy or 

security? 
a. Yes, it tells the user to read the terms for the device and the rules and 

policies for Echo Dot and Alexa online.  
2. Does the policy apply to website use, sensor product use and data or both?  

a. There are nine policy documents, one included specifically for Alexa and 
one for Amazon devices, which is referred in the “Amazon Device Terms 
of Use.” There is one “Privacy Notice” for Amazon.com. A FAQ is also 
listed in the app.  

3. Does the policy discuss sensor-data ownership? 
a. No, not found in the device terms of use nor the FAQ, nor the privacy 

policy. 
4. Does the policy disclose sensor types or exactly what sensor data are collected? 

a. Yes, Alexa is a cloud service using a microphone, stated in the Alexa 
FAQ.  

5. Does the policy explain whether data are stored on device, smartphone or cloud? 
a. Yes. Further detailed in the FAQ for Alexa. Sensor data and a fraction of a 

second before the wake word.  
6. Does the policy explain whether sensor data are encrypted?  

a. “Amazon.com Privacy Notice” does not explicitly state voice recordings 
are encrypted but generally states “information during transmission” is 
encrypted using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) software.  

7. Does the policy explain whether sensor data are stored in de-identified state and 
whether firm has ability to re-identify? 

a. No, not stated in the privacy policy, nor the device terms of use, nor the 
FAQ.  

8. Does the policy limit sensor data use or resale? 
a. Yes. Amazon is “not in the business of selling it to others” stated in the 

privacy notice.  
9. Does the policy provide for user to change or delete sensor data?  

a. Yes, commands sent to microphone are recorded in the app and can be 
deleted in the app, stated in the FAQ.  

                                                
105 “Amazon.com Privacy Notice.”  
106 “Amazon Device Terms of Use,” Amazon.com, April 8, 2016, 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=202002080.  
107 “Alexa and Alexa Device FAQs,” accessed January 2, 2017, 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201602230.   
108  “Alexa Terms of Use,” Amazon.com, February 2, 2016,  
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201809740.  
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10. Does the policy explain terms connecting to third parties? 
a. Yes, in “Alexa Terms of Use” section 2.1. 
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APPENDIX B: SAMSUNG SMARTTHINGS HUB & MOTION SENSOR 109 110 
1. Does the product manual or quick start guide in packaging discuss data privacy or 

security? 
a. The “Quick Start Guide” included in the packaging refers to the “Product 

Usage Guidelines,” providing a link to the web page. These guidelines 
have a link to the “Terms of Use.”111 

2. Does the policy apply to website use, sensor product use and data or both?  
a. The “Privacy Policy” and “Terms of Service” on the website applies to 

both sensors and website. Collectively known as the “Services” it includes 
website(s), products, services mobile applications and other software, 
stated in the “Terms of Use.” 

3. Does the policy discuss sensor-data ownership? 
a. Yes, in the “Terms of Use.” The user owns their “device data.” In the 

“Terms of Use,” the user, by accepting the terms of use, grants several 
permissions to SmartThings to modify, reproduce, distribute share and 
many other rights to SmartThings.  

4. Does the policy disclose sensor types or exactly what sensor data are collected? 
a. Yes, in the “Privacy Policy.” It says devices connected to the services 

report information to their servers.  
5. Does the policy explain whether data are stored on device, smartphone or cloud? 

a. Yes, in the “Privacy Policy.” “We automatically receive and record 
information on our servers, logs and databases from your browser, 
application, services or device(s).” 

6. Does the policy explain whether sensor data are encrypted?  
a. No, neither document state device data is encrypted although there is a 

mention of the usage of a PIN or password in the “Privacy Policy.” 
7. Does the policy explain whether sensor data are stored in de-identified state and 

whether firm has ability to re-identify? 
a. Personal information may be anonymized, and that information is 

provided to “partners” to use “in marketing or promotional items.” This 
seems to include device data, as described under “Advertisers” in the 
“Privacy Policy.”   

8. Does the policy limit sensor data use or resale? 
a. Somewhat. Information is not disclosed in an aggregated manner that 

would personally identify an individual. The “Privacy Policy” limits to 
only certain situations like protection of SmartThings and others, business 
transfers, user profiles and submission, agents, partners, affiliated 
businesses and third party websites, advertisers. 

                                                
109 SmartThings, “Privacy Policy.” 
110 SmartThings, “Terms of Use,” September 3, 2015, accessed January 7, 2017, 
https://www.smartthings.com/terms. 
111 SmartThings, “Product Usage Guidelines.”  
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9. Does the policy provide for user to change or delete sensor data?  
a. Yes, it is stated in the “Privacy Policy” that through account and service 

settings “you may be able to access, and, in some cases, edit or delete the 
following information you’ve provided to us, which may include: … 
location, group and device information.” An email is provided if a user has 
questions.   

10. Does the policy explain terms connecting to third parties? 
b. Yes, in “Privacy Policy” under “Information You Provide To Us.” 
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APPENDIX C: PHILIPS HUE WHITE A19 STARTER KIT 112 113 
1. Does the product manual or quick start guide in packaging discuss data privacy or 

security? 
a. No but it came in minimal packaging or “frustration-free.”  

2. Does the policy apply to website use, sensor product use and data or both?  
a. Privacy policy applies to the use of the product, data collected via the app 

and website.  
3. Does the policy discuss sensor-data ownership? 

a. No, not found in the privacy policy or terms of use. 
4. Does the policy disclose sensor types or exactly what sensor data are collected? 

a. Yes, privacy policy discloses the types of data in a list, includes usage 
data, device types.   

5. Does the policy explain whether data are stored on device, smartphone or cloud? 
a. The privacy policy states that personal data may be stored in a cloud.  

6. Does the policy explain whether sensor data are encrypted?  
a. A “variety of techniques” is stated in the privacy policy that includes 

encryption. This states the “information you entrust to us” is protected by 
these means. Also, it states that data is “securely” transferred using SSL 
“and will encrypt some data, such as your MAC address when it is 
stored.”  

7. Does the policy explain whether sensor data are stored in de-identified state and 
whether firm has ability to re-identify? 

a. Privacy policy states that data is stored in “aggregate form,” does not 
contain information to identify user.   

8. Does the policy limit sensor data use or resale? 
a. Resale of data is not found in the documents. Neither is sensor data resale. 

However, data may be shared with third party service providers according 
to privacy policy.  

b. Privacy policy states that data is not used to monitor you and make sure 
third parties with access to this data agree not to either. 

9. Does the policy provide for user to change or delete sensor data?  
a. User can delete account but does not delete device data. You can remove 

“non-aggregated bridge data” by resetting the bridge, according to the 
privacy policy. 

10. Does the policy explain terms connecting to third parties? 
a. Yes, gives example of Alexa Smart Home Skill in the privacy policy. 

 

                                                
112 Philips Hue, “Privacy Policy.” 
113 Philips Hue, “Terms of Use for Hue,” accessed January 29, 2017 http://www2.meethue.com/en-
GB/productterms.  
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